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„Röslau“ Steel Wire for Piano Strings 
„Blue Label“                        

bright polished, round and hexagon

 

top 
quality

„Röslau“ Steel Wire for Strings is drawn from specially selected raw material with a carbon content in excess of 
0,80 %,  and patented. The surface is then treated with a gentle polishing agent. We work to very tight toleran-
ces on strength and diameter (see table) in order to guarantee evenness of tone.

„Röslau“ Steel Wire for Strings is available either in production coils 
of approx. 20-35 kg weight (de- pending on diameter) or - at extra 
cost - in divided coils of  0,5 - 5 kg.
 
„Röslau“ Steel Wire for Strings is despatched wrap-
ped in special anti-corros- ion paper, in boxes and ca-
ses or similar containers.

The strings can also be supplied with a tin coating 
if required. The thickness of tin coating is about one                                                    
thousandths of the  dia- meter of the wire.  
 
The high elasticity of „Rös- lau“ Steel Wire for Strings is 
clearly shown in bending tests.
  
With an even „tapping“ on round strings to fix a winding (for bass) 
using a hammer up to 500 g in weight, the   „Röslau“ Steel Wire for Strings should 
survive undamaged until its diameter is halved in the direction of the tap.

If the wire is rolled mechanically (instead of being tapped), the rolls should have a minimum diameter of 50 
mm. The maximum reduction in diameter with a roller is 0,25 mm, otherwise the rolled parts may split.

Over a century of tradition and experience in the production of strings for musical instruments has given 
our „Röslau“ Steel Wire for Strings a world-famous reputation for quality. Modern technology combined with 
„craftsman’s care“ makes a „Top-Quality-Product“ of today’s industry.
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Stahl - und Drahtwerk Röslau GmbH
Hofer Str. 16/17    D - 95195 Röslau
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